Compromised optimal hybridization temperatures may explain PM plus DQA1 anomalies.
The multiplex DNA typing test kit, PM plus DQA1 relies on 36 different oligonucleotides that all must hybridize correctly for accurate DNA typing. The G + C contents of the probe oligonucleotides range from 47% to 83%. Since G + C content directly affects optimal hybridization temperatures, a wide range of optimal hybridization temperatures is expected. This was verified by two empirically tested formulas. The recommended hybridization temperature is 55 degrees C. The control probe has an estimated optimal temperature of 75 degrees C indicating low stringency of the control. The B allele probe of the GC locus has an estimated optimal hybridization temperature of 70 degrees C. These discrepancies are unexplained by GC clusters or sequence palindromes. The departures from temperature optima may be responsible for observed PM plus DQA1 artifacts and for previously observed, low tolerance of this system to temperature variation. Since optimal temperature and cation concentration are related variables, careful attention to these is recommended as are positive controls demonstrating amplification of all alleles monitored by PM plus DQA1.